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DARVISH GROUP

Darvish Group Holding was founded and started by Azar Passillo in 2018. The purpose of this holding was to bring together all of the potential companies and subsidiaries of

the company into a single group, so that management, strategy, and purposeful planning would be the most effective. Our goal is to provide a strong and coherent framework

for entry into the markets of the region and other target countries.

This holding consists of companies: Azar Passillo, Palermo, Akhmat Art Stone, Arta saze Arshin and CCL, and we can say that there is all the package needed for construction

from A to Z. A true team, a family, starting a movement far greater than any one individual can do on his own. The results speak for themselves, any comparing services can

have the will to be great, but it's the will to continue to be great that sets us apart from our competitors. Our aim is to deliver rapid growth and premium services. With that

being said, we have composed a rewarding client base implanting new ideas to continue moving towards our goal of expanding both locally and internationally.



AZAR PASSILLO INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION 

COMPANY

Our goal is to establish a company, development and progress in the GCC region.

azar passillo international construction services company and is a

leading builder in diverse market segments. The company has earned recognition

for undertaking large, complex projects, fostering innovation, and making a

difference for their clients, employees and community.

We provide Design-Build, Job Order Contract, Construction Management, Project

Development and General Contracting services in all areas

of construction. Since our inception in 1995, azar passillo successfully completed

over $400 million in construction projects, including: public works, commercial,

industrial, distribution, transportation, retail,production.

We are dedicated to providing the highest level of client service, from initial pre-

construction planning to onsite management of subcontractor activities through

project close-out and warranty. We have proven experience in completing complex,

high-end, no-fail projects for our clients time after time.

Our success, from the very beginning, is attributed to service. To us, service

transcends all other contributors to the success of a project.



SABIR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

Sabir international company is one of the largest and most reputable contractors

the field of exporting technical and engineering services which has been

established by aiming atexecution of fundamental projects since establishment.

This company has executed numerous projects in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,Syria,

Armenia, Guinea ,equatorial, Algeria and inside the country.

Sabir international enjoys very efficient and experienced management and

managesit’s projects by engaging skilled experts and using big fleet of heavy

machinery and equipment in a way that it fulfills the consent of all it’s clients and

employers.



CCL-IRAN COMPANY

CCL was established in 1935 to provide cutting-edge engineering solutions. Since

then, the company has grown and diversified whilst adhering to these original

goals. Each day, CCL’s products and services are used in prestigious building and

civil engineering structures throughout the world. CCL is committed to offer high

quality, innovative engineering solutions and outstanding service.

CCL-Iran Company has been established with the target of promoting construction

industry qualitative level and improving of our country constructive trend.



ARTA SAZEH ARSHIN COMPANY

Since its inception in 2013 ARTA SAZE ARSHIN (ASA) has focused on adding

value to its clients and the betterment of its craft. With over 25 years of

experience, the management has endeavored to be a leader in technology by using

latest equipment, while keeping the environment in mind. Due to the high demand

for their products in local and international markets, the company has used the

latest international standards to fulfilling the growing demand. The group has used

its international market experience as-well-as market studies to develop a R&D

team that can understand and implement the rapid changes in the market and the

technology to meet the customer’s demand.



City Petro Energy Group (CPEG)

City Petro Energy Group (CPEG), based on city bank of Iran mission to act to its

economical and social responsibility with considering environmental responsibility

and based on global changes visions related to energy and consideration of

economical risks factors, geopolitical position, energy business atmosphere,

technology and environmental has been stablished.

CPEG has founded it’s policy related to it’s business partners and shareholders

according to factors as below

Making trading relations policy due to bilateral profit.

Making stable relation with partners to increase investment.

Observation for internal and international rules in business for both parties.

Satisfactory of corporation’s clients and shareholders.

Activity according to city bank of Iran policy framework.



ETM ENERJI COMPANY

ETM Solar Enerji has started its business with steel construction and installation

in the sector in 2016. With its 60 MW experience in infrastructure, it has developed

turnkey facility installation and itself and its own team as investor and supervisor.

Currently, the company provides installation and inspection services with its

technical staff having more than 100MW installation experience. Residences,

workplaces, factories and site roof installations are also one of out specialties.



PALERMO

Palermo brand has started its professional activity since 2014 using expert and

professional specialists The main aim of the brand is to produce and present high-

guality products For instance ،full-body porcelain ceramic tiles ،super polis ،matt

and rustic in a large number of size diversity and monopolized size 80*120 .To

achieve our purposes we have a precious cooperation with well-known companies

such as Esmallglass (ESP)and Sicer (IT) This brand have got the Irans national

standard certificate and european CE ،Itaian Centro Ceramico and spanish ITC and

there is a huge amount af motivation behind this brand to soar reseach &

development in this industry



AKHMAT ART STONE (ALMAS)

Akhmat Art Stone was established in 2015, Iranian market for decorative and

building stones which is consisted of Onyx, Travertine, Marble, Limestone and

Granite is the world's first in terms of quality and diversity and world's fourth

highest ranking in terms of extraction.

Years ago, when we commissioned customers in Europe, East Asia, and the United

States to buy Iranian stones, given the unique variety of our stones, they used to

wish they could be able to see a collection of the best in one place so that they

could experience a convenient ordering process with good quality, suitable

packaging, and fast transportation simultaneously.

With more than 5 years of experience , exporting to different countries, we have

provided the conditions in which you will experience a new kind of business in a

win-win situation. Utilizing cutting edge machinery and state-of-the-art production

facilities plus obtaining credible qualitative and managerial certifications , have

provided us with the opportunity to serve our customers from all the world . In our

turn, we provide them with marketing and sales services and make a safe and

smooth purchase possible for you. We happily invite you to visit our facilities by

traveling to Iran. You can see our manufacturing and commercial space closely and

get to know about our potential and capabilities in the field.



CONTACT INFORMATION:

TEL: +98-2188611058-59
MOBILE: +98-9125305315 - +968-98157019
EMAIL: EXPORT@DARVISHHOLDING.COM
WEBSITE: DARVISHHOLDING.COM

IRAN OFFICE: 
UNIT3, NO.2, D.D FARD, AVE. ZARTOSHTIYAN, SHIRAZ JONOBI - TEHRAN, IRAN

GEORGIA OFFICE: 
Tsotne Dadiani St. No 7B-1 / Flat71 Tbilisi - Georgia

OMAN OFFICE:
P.o.Box 854 - PC:  130, Ghala - Muscat - Oman


